Vision-based hand pose estimation presents unique challenges, particularly if high fidelity reconstruction is desired. Searching large databases of synthetic pose candidates for items similar to the input offers an attractive means of attaining this goal. The Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) is a perceptually meaningful measure of dissimilarity that has shown great promise in content-based image retrieval. It is in general, however, a computationally expensive operation, and must be used sparingly. We investigate a way of economising on its use while preserving much of its accuracy when applied naively in the context of searching for hand pose candidates in large synthetic databases. In particular, a two-tier search method is proposed which achieves similar accuracy with a speed increase of two orders of magnitude. The system performance is evaluated using real input and the results obtained using the different approaches are compared.
Introduction
Hand pose estimation finds application in a variety of systems, including gestural interfaces and sign language recognition. For such systems, one challenge that needs to be addressed is the large number of degrees of freedom available to the human hand. With the growth in availability of computer memory, searching large databases for pose candidates has become a viable option for obtaining pose estimates. Because the search takes the entire database into consideration, such systems often need no initialisation. This makes them suitable either for standalone frame-by-frame estimation, or as an initialisation step for trackers which do depend on some preliminary pose information.
In order to ensure that database query resolution occurs at acceptable speeds, some way of limiting the number of necessary comparisons with database elements needs to be provided. The embedding of pose candidates in a metric space represents a simple way of achieving this. Because distances between elements within a metric space obey the triangle equality, large parts of a database may be eliminated by comparison with single pivot objects.
Choosing a metric that corresponds well with human perception of dissimilarity is important in order to obtain meaningful pose candidates. To this end, many metrics have been proposed in the literature. In particular, the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) has shown promise as a means of measuring dissimilarity between point sets [1, 2] . Intuitively, it is the minimum amount of work needed to redistribute the point set representing one image (piles of "earth") to cover the point set of another image (consisting of "holes").
The EMD is, however, a computationally expensive operation. In systems which employ it, economising on its use can lead to great speed gains. At the same time, such schemes should not excessively degrade the system accuracy.
We propose an approximation to exact query resolution using the EMD. A two-tier search approach is demonstrated that uses an initial set of candidates obtained using a rough, but easily evaluated, metric. The set is then refined by applying the EMD. We demonstrate that approximate queries retain much of the accuracy of exact queries using the EMD directly.
As the intended application of the system is as a sign language tutor, a coloured glove is used to emphasise the different fingers so that greater fidelity in pose reconstruction may be achieved. This also imposes a measure of uniformity on the input data, which allows the system to cater for a greater variety of users.
By populating the database using synthetically generated data, domain knowledge of the object to be recognised can be easily incorporated into the estimation system. The use of synthetic data may be justified in this case by the relative simplicity of describing a gloved hand using a 3D model.
In the sections that follow, related work from existing literature will be presented, followed by a description of our approach. A brief discussion of the theoretical underpinnings of similarity search in metric spaces will be provided. Following this, a formal definition of the EMD is given. Finally, the results and conclusions drawn from comparative testing of different metrics on a set of real test images are discussed.
Related Work
While an exhaustive overview of hand pose estimation is beyond the scope of this article (for a review, see Erol et al. [3] ), a selection of particularly relevant work will now be reviewed briefly.
Athitsos et al. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ] demonstrated various systems which utilise a 3D model of an unadorned hand, rendered from several viewpoints in order to obtain database elements. Edge images, extracted from both real and synthetic input, were used as features. The chamfer distance [4] was used as the underlying dissimilarity measure between edge images. Because the chamfer distance is not a metric, a low-distortion embedding into a normed space is applied, allowing efficient spatial data structures to resolve queries in an approximate manner.
Dick, Zieren and Kraiss [9] introduced a conceptually similar system which was used to track a gloved hand for an interactive sign language tutor (detailed in Zieren's PhD thesis [10] ). Glove markers included coloured fingers, as well as a rectangular marker on the back of the palm. In order to speed recognition and keep the database compact, simple ellipse-shaped features for each finger were stored and used during comparison, with the Hausdorff distance between ellipses as the underlying metric.
The work of Grauman and Darrell [11] is an example of the Earth Mover's Distance being used in some form of pose estimation. Experiments were performed on a database of synthetically rendered silhouettes of human figures in various poses. They apply an embedding of the EMD into L 1 , due to Indyk and Thaper [12] . This allows the use of locality-sensitive hashing to speed (approximate) query resolution.
Given the aforementioned work, the purpose of the following sections is to explore a way in which the accuracy of the Earth Mover's Distance in hand pose estimation may been retained while reducing the amount of times it is needed during query resolution.
System Description
The system presented in this work is composed of several components, which can be divided into an offline and an online part. A conceptual overview is shown in Figure 1 .
The offline part of the system is responsible for creating an index structure which allows fast searches to be performed at runtime. Each possible pose candidate is considered and compared with others, and as such is inherently slower than the online system. However, since the offline preprocessing is performed only once, speed is not a primary consideration. The online part of the system processes input images to locate and track the hand, performs feature extraction and searches the index structure constructed during the offline phase to obtain the nearest neighbour matches of the input image. The pose parameters associated with the nearest neighbours are then returned for further processing by other systems.
Hand Model
The glove employed in this work is pictured in Figure 2 , along with a rendering of the 3D model thereof. The glove is similar to that used by Zieren [10] , but has a coloured palm, and forgoes the marker on the back of the palm. Candidate poses are rendered synthetically using OpenGL. Images were rendered with a resolution of 256 × 256. Feature extraction is then performed on the synthetic image.
Each finger is allowed to assume a discrete set of poses. These were chosen to be similar to those proposed by Zieren [10] . Separately, the thumb, index-, middle-, ring-and pinky fingers could assume 7, 9, 8, 9 and 9 poses respectively. Therefore, for a given viewpoint, a total of 7 · 9 · 8 · 9 · 9 = 40824 poses are possible.
The set of 15 viewpoints represented in the database were centred around a frontal view of the inside of the palm. With the open palm aligned vertically with the y-axis, all azimuthal rotations −60
• , −30
• and 60
• were considered, with elevations −45
• , 0
• and 45
• . This is shown in Figure 3a .
Taking into account each viewpoint, the database contains 40824 × 15 = 612360 elements. 
Image Registration

Processing of Real Test Images
Test images, unlike synthetic images, need an initial processing stage to locate the hand and extract binary masks for each marker. A raw image from the test set is shown in Figure  4a . Colour likelihood models (one for each marker) are used to locate probable marker pixels within the image. The CAMSHIFT algo- rithm [13] is used to locate the hand based on the marker likelihoods. The bounding box obtained from the CAMSHIFT algorithm is then refined by enlarging it (as the initial bounding box tends to be too small) and centring it on the centre of mass of all the marker pixels combined. An example of an extracted bounding box region is shown in Figure 4b . Maximum likelihood classification and thresholding based on the likelihoods is used to obtain binary masks for each marker. Marker segmentation results are illustrated in Figure 4c .
Image Normalisation
For both synthetic and real images, the origin is chosen to be the centre of mass of all the markers (fingers and palm) combined. In order to standardise the marker masks to some scale and rotation, the system considers the two regions within the image occupied by the palm, and by the fingers respectively. It can be observed that, even when fingers occlude each other, the region of the image occupied by the fingers taken together remains fairly unchanged. The centre of mass of this region, along with that of the palm, is used to obtain a rough estimate of the hand's image-plane rotation θ i . This is illustrated in Figure 5 . As a further demonstration, the different viewpoints shown in Figure 3a are given along with their normalised marker masks in Figure 3b .
An estimate of the hand scale is obtained from the zero-order moments of the finger-and palm contours (represented by f 00 and p 00 respectively. The scale of the hand is subsequently estimated as l i = √ f 00 + p 00 . Rotating the masks by −θ i and scaling by 1/l i serves to standardise them to a single coordinate system which is fairly stable with respect to small changes in the input pose.
The contours around the markers are extracted, and approximated using a form of the Teh-Chin contour approximation algorithm [14] available in the OpenCV library [15] .
Database Search
Metric Spaces
In the metric space approach to similarity search, a domain of objects of interest D is defined, along with a distance function d : D × D → . Combined as an ordered pair, they form a metric space M = (D, d ) [16] . θ i Figure 5 : The procedure used to obtain the image-plane rotation θ i of the hand as described in Section 3.2. The two circles represent the centroids of the palm and fingers respectively.
The distance function d is required to exhibit the following properties for all x, y, z ∈ D,
The function d is referred to as a metric, and may be interpreted, for our purposes, as a measure of dissimilarity of its two arguments.
The definition of a metric space is general enough to accommodate a great variety of dissimilarity measures, and yet also allows powerful search algorithms to be employed when searching large subsets of D.
The search structure employed by the authors is the vantage point tree (VP-tree) [17] . These tree structures are employed to perform K-nearest neighbour search within the database S ⊆ D for the K entries o k ∈ S which are closest to the input i as measured using d(o k , i).
The Earth Mover's Distance 4.2.1 Definition
The Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) is, intuitively, the minimum amount of work required to redistribute M piles of earth p m with volumes w pm to fill N holes q pn with volumes w qn . The distances between the landmarks p m and q n are given by λ(p, q), referred to as the ground distance. The M × N flow matrix F has elements f ij which represent the amount of earth moved from pile i to hole j.
A set P of weight/landmark pairs is referred to as a signature. Such a signature is defined by
More formally, the EMD between a signature P and signature Q is defined as
These conditions respectively ensure that flow is positive, that the outward and inward flows are limited by the weight attached to a given landmark, and that maximum total allowable flow between the signatures occurs.
The case where the signatures P and Q have equal total weight ( m w pm = n w qn ) is of particular interest. This is due to the fact that, if these are equal, and the ground distance λ is a metric, then the EMD is also a metric [2] , and so can be used by metric space similarity search techniques. In the discussion that follows, λ(p, q) is chosen to be the Euclidean distance between landmarks p and q.
Relation to the chamfer distance
Athitsos et al. [4] perform hand pose recognition based on database lookup using the chamfer distance as the underlying dissimilarity metric. In its asymmetric form, the chamfer distance is given by
Here, X and Y are the two sets of edge contour points of the two hand images being compared. |X| is the number of edge contour points in X, and ||x − y|| is the Euclidean distance between a pair of points from X and Y . Essentially, the asymmetric chamfer distance is the normalised sum of the minimum distances from each point in X to some point in Y . For use in their work, Athitsos et al. define a symmetric form of the chamfer distance as
It should be noted that the asymmetric chamfer distance is a non-metric special case of the EMD, where the source signature has landmarks with equal weights, and the sink signature has weights approaching infinity. This allows each landmark in the source signature to match to the closest landmark in the sink signature without any interaction with other source landmarks. Thus, the use of the EMD in this work can be seen as a natural extension of Athitsos et al. [4] . Figure 6 contrasts the matching behaviour of the chamfer distance (asymmetric case) with that of the EMD. From Figures 6a and 6b , it can be seen that even in the absence of noise, the chamfer distance is more prone to losing shape information due to mismatched points.
The chamfer distance is also sensitive to noise, because a single noise point acts as an infinite sink, causing all nearby source pixels to mismatch. The EMD remedies this by allowing a single pixel to have only finite influence on the signature as a whole. Figures 6c and 6d contrast the behaviour of the chamfer distance and the EMD in this regard.
Contour-based Similarity Search
Grauman and Darrell [11] demonstrated a method by which the silhouette contours of two objects may be compared using the EMD. Sampled points along the contour may be collected into a signature of equally weighted masses, suitable for use with the EMD.
We take a similar approach in generating EMD signatures from marker contours. However, instead of using equally weighted points, the segments of the piecewise continuous contours are replaced by point masses at the segment centroids, with weights directly proportional to the segment length. The segment weights are scaled so that the total weight of a given signature equals one.
The use of weights proportional to the segment length is important when considering how the contour extraction algorithm might produce slightly different discretisations of the same contour portion. In particular, consider the case of a single segment in one signature being divided in half within the corresponding contour portion of the other signature. Clearly the two half segments should both match to the original segment. Therefore, we set the weight of the half segments to half that of the original segment, so that the earth representing the original segment may be divided perfectly to fill the holes representing the half segments. Without this weighting, the half segments would need to source earth from some other source than the original segment in order to be filled, which would represent poor matching behaviour. The EMD matching of two such contours is illustrated in Figure 7 . The segment centroids are shown as circles and squares respectively, and a possible solution for the flow of mass between them is indicated by the arrows.
Because several sets of contours are present (one for each of the six markers), this process results in six EMD signatures per hand image. The distance d between any two hand configurations h and h is taken to be the sum of the EMD between the corresponding marker signatures s k and s k , with k ∈ {1 . . . 6}
For a proof that this sum is still a metric, the reader may refer to Appendix A.
When a marker is completely occluded, it is replaced by a small dummy segment at the origin. Using this metric, a K-nearest neighbour search may be used to find pose candidates for an input image within a set of synthetic pose candidates.
An example of a compound set of EMD signatures obtained from a synthetic hand image is given in Figure 8 to give an indication of the complexity of the task.
Database Construction
In order to perform K-nearest neighbour search efficiently, the authors employ VP-trees. Query resolution takes the form of a series of distance comparisons using the metric d.
However, to compare the input with synthetic pose candidates, the EMD signatures of The weighted points approximating each contour's segments are indicated by circles in the "source" contour and squares in the "sink" contour, with larger sizes indicating larger point weights for longer segments. the pose candidates must be available at runtime. Because the EMD signature of a pose candidate tends to be fairly large (the contours associated with one synthetic pose candidate contain, on average, 360 vertices in total), storing the signature of every candidate in advance may be impractical. This necessitates rerendering synthetic pose candidates at runtime.
Furthermore, the EMD is computationally complex, and so its runtime evaluation should be limited to as few instances as possible.
In response to these challenges, the authors propose employing a rough search using a more easily evaluated metric d * to generate N hypotheses, which can then be sorted using direct evaluation of the EMD.
A compact set of features is chosen which may be precalculated for each candidate and stored within the index structure, similar to the approach of Zieren [10] . The selected features for a segmented hand image h are the areas a k (in pixels) and centroids c k = (x k , y k ) of each of the k ∈ {1 . . . 6} markers. The metric used for the rough search is defined between two segmented hand images h and h as
where ||v|| is the Euclidean norm. The sum over the first term represents a rough approximation of Equation (6) calculated between the corresponding marker centroids (now masses with unity weight). The second term represents a basic measure of dissimilarity between the surfaces enclosed by the pairs of contours. Equation (7) can be evaluated rapidly, especially if the centroids and areas have been precomputed. Considering only these features allows a large fraction of the database to be eliminated from consideration, limiting the EMD evaluations to a known number (N ). We now proceed to test the effectiveness of this approach on real input images, as detailed in the next section.
Experimental Evaluation
Images were recorded of a user wearing the glove in various poses, in the process generating 500 test images with ground truth data. Figure 4a provides an example of one such image. Ground truth data was generated and the pose displayed for the user to mimic. The recorded images and ground truth data are stored for system performance evaluation.
Ground truth data included finger joint angles, model azimuth and model elevation. As a compromise with respect to data collection feasibility, the user was not required to adopt a certain image-plane hand location, scale or rotation. These variables are not included within ground truth data, but are implicitly obtained using the alignment procedure described previously.
The model viewpoint and finger joint angles were chosen at random from continuous uniform distributions over the range of possible variation of each variable. The viewpoint azimuth varied between -72
• and 72
• , and the viewpoint elevation varied between -60
• . The user was allowed to generate a replacement pose only if the current pose was too uncomfortable or physically impossible.
It should be emphasised that this ground truth data is inherently approximate, as the user may have made small errors in mimicking the pose. This may affect the maximum possible accuracy that a recognition algorithm can achieve relative to this information.
Four approaches to similarity search were tested. A selection of test images are shown in Figure 9a and 9b, along with the nearest neighbour obtained with each method superimposed on the original image.
To serve as a baseline, the first approach tested nearest neighbour search using an implementation similar to Athitsos et al. [4] , using the symmetric chamfer distance d SC as the dissimilarity metric operating on the entire set of hand contours. Image registration was, however, performed using the method described in Section 3.2. Example nearest neighbour results are displayed under "chamfer distance" in Figure 9 .
The second approach tested the use of Equation (7) as an underlying metric for nearest neighbour search. Example nearest neighbour results are displayed under "Areas and Means" in Figure 9 . Note that no use of the EMD was made in this case.
The third approach tested the result of direct nearest neighbour search using the EMD. Example nearest neighbour results are displayed under "Direct EMD" in Figure 9 .
The fourth approach combined a nearest neighbour search using the area-and centroidbased distance metric with the EMD as a final refinement step. In the first step, a set of N nearest neighbours are returned using the metric in Equation (7). To determine the effect of N , results were obtained for N = 32, N = 64 and N = 128. The nearest neighbours are then sorted using direct evaluation of the EMD with respect to the input image. For N = 128, example nearest neighbour results are displayed under "Two-Tier" in Figure 9 .
In order to evaluate the quality of the results, two error measures were used. Primarily, the difference between the position of the fingertips in the candidate pose and the ground truth pose were used as indicators of the quality of the match. For this measure, the 3D model of each hand pose is left unrotated according to the viewpoint. The locations of the fingertips in the unrotated 3D model are solely a function of the finger joint angles obtained from the ground truth pose and the estimated pose parameters. Therefore, this error measure is representative of hand shape error, decoupled from viewpoint error.
For single hypothesis tracking, only the clos- • Best Possible 1.50 13.9
• est neighbour found was considered. The average error over all fingertips in all test cases, ∆ p , is tabulated in Table 1 . Average errors for the individual fingers are shown in Table 2 . When multiple hypotheses are allowed, an idealised value for obtainable accuracy may be found by selecting the candidate with the smallest error amongst the k nearest neighbours. Figures 10 and 11 show the behaviour of the average fingertip position error over all test cases and all fingertips for values of k ranging from 1 to 20. Note that, for k = 1, the values are identical to those in Table 1 .
To measure the error in the global orientation of the hand, the angle through which the candidate palm must be rotated to align with the ground truth palm was used. The average ∆ φ of this angle over the nearest neighbour of each test cases is tabulated in Table 1 for each indexing method.
Discussion
Accuracy
To place the values in Table 1 and 2 into perspective, we may examine the average minimum quantisation error of fingertip position within the synthetic database. The minimum quantisation error for a finger setting is defined as the distance between the fingertip for the setting and the closest fingertip of a different finger setting. The average value over a finger's different settings is then the average minimum quantisation error.
A large male hand was used as the source of model dimensions. As the same hand was used to record the test images, the absolute scale of the hand model is known. Therefore, while the system can in general not determine the absolute size of the hand, in this case ground truth measurements are known, and can be used to quote errors in terms of, for example, centimetres.
The average minimum quantisation errors for the thumb, index, middle, ring and pinky fingers were 4.21 cm, 2.57 cm, 3.26 cm, 2.92 cm and 2.69 cm respectively. The average over all the fingers was 3.12 cm. Note that the individual values are roughly double the corresponding best possible individual average fingertip errors in Table 2 .
It is clear from Figure 9 that direct application of the Earth Mover's Distance returns plausible candidates as the closest match. The viewpoint and pose are well estimated in most of the images. This is borne out by the results from Table 1 , showing that the fingertips are, on average, only 3.25 cm out of place. This value is approximately the same as the average minimum quantisation error averaged over all fingers (3.12 cm). This indicates that the hand shapes errors were about the same as the granularity due to the limited resolution of the database.
Estimation based solely on the areas and centroids on the markers performs surprisingly well. It can be observed that this method was able to achieve similar accuracy (∆ φ = 26.5
• ) in determining the viewpoint when compared Figure 9 : The leftmost column shows the hand as detected in the raw input image. The other columns show the nearest neighbour result obtained using different search strategies. The second column shows the results obtained using the baseline system which employs the symmetric chamfer distance d SC (based on [4] ). The third column considers only the marker areas and means (metric d * ). The fourth column shows the result of exact queries using the EMD. The fifth column shows results generated by our system which finds an initial set of 128 nearest neighbours using d * and refines these using the EMD. Figure 9 : The leftmost column shows the hand as detected in the raw input image. The other columns show the nearest neighbour result obtained using different search strategies. The second column shows the results obtained using the baseline system which employs the symmetric chamfer distance d SC (based on [4] ). The third column considers only the marker areas and means (metric d * ). The fourth column shows the result of exact queries using the EMD. The fifth column shows results generated by our system which finds an initial set of 128 nearest neighbours using d * and refines these using the EMD. (2) Our two-tier approach which obtains an initial set of N nearest neighbours using d * , followed by refinement using the EMD (values of N considered were 32, 64 and 128 respectively.) (3) Exact queries using the EMD d. Average fingertip position error (∆ p ) for the best match amongst k nearest neighbours is plotted for values of k ranging from 1 to 20. This plot demonstrates the tendency of the two-tier approach's accuracy to match that of exact EMD queries more and more closely as N increases. to direct application of the EMD (∆ φ = 23.9
• ). However, the system is unable to respond to the detailed shape of each of the markers, and so estimation of the hand shape suffers. Direct application of the EMD outperforms this approach by 17%, based on the average fingertip error ∆ p . Note that taking the best possible average fingertip error as a baseline instead of zero may be more appropriate, in which case the performance increase is 32%. Table 2 reveals that the gains in accuracy between d * and d are consistent across every individual finger, indicating a level of uniformity with respect to the modelling accuracy.
If one assumes that the correct match is returned within the set of closest neighbours, simple refinement of that set using the EMD should yield similar results to its global application. This hypothesis is supported by Figure 9 where, under close inspection, the results for the two-tier approach are often identical to those obtained by direct application of the EMD. If one takes into account that using this two-tiered search approach resulted in increasing the speed of the search by a factor of 160 (as discussed in Section 6.2), its value becomes apparent.
The closely matched performance of the two-tiered approach to direct application of the EMD is confirmed by the similarity of their measured errors in Table 1 . As N is increased, a decrease in ∆ p is observed, approaching the value obtained using direct application of the EMD.
This trend continues when multiple hypotheses are admitted. In Figure 10 , we see that pose estimation based on d * (areas and means) and d (EMD) significantly outperform the baseline system d SC (chamfer distance), with the EMD being the best performing dissimilarity measure. We can demonstrate the effectiveness of the two-tier approach in approximating the performance of direct application of the EMD by considering Figure 11 . Here it can be easily observed that the two-tier search strategy approaches the performance of direct application of the EMD as N increases (the number of nearest neighbours obtained from the initial, rough search using marker areas and means). At N = 128, the two-tier approach exhibits virtually the same or better average fingertip position error for values of k up to around 7. The performance of the two-tier approach remains very close to that of direct EMD application up to k = 20.
Runtime Behaviour
Runtime behaviour of the system was studied separately using a smaller, earlier dataset. Only exact nearest neighbour queries using VP-trees were considered. This was necessary in order for the accuracy of the two-tier approach to be studied in isolation from errors due to the use of approximate nearest neighbour queries on the VP-trees themselves. Because the chamfer distance is not a metric, exact search required brute force calculation for each pose in the database, and therefore no VP-tree runtime behaviour could be tested.
Weber et al. [18] observed that, when searching spaces with dimensionality in excess of about 10, performance of exact nearest neighbour queries using space partitioning strategies may become comparable to simple sequential search. Consistent with this observation, queries performed during the course of this study visited significant fractions of the database. In particular, in order to return the nearest neighbour (k = 1), the fraction of the database considered by the direct application of the EMD, the approach based only on areas and means and the two-tier approach (N = 128) were on average 16%, 13% and 22% respectively. Note that in the two-tier approach, 128 initial nearest neighbour candidates were retrieved, and so more of the database needed to be visited.
Because significant fractions of the databases needed to be considered, query resolution was slow. The system was executed on an Intel Xeon (Nehalem) 2.8Ghz. Using direct application of the EMD, on average 2200s were needed to determine pose candidates. Simply using the areas and means reduced this time to 6.5s, while using the two-tier approach for refinement (N = 128) required 13s. Thus, the two-tier approach was approximately 160 times faster than using direct application of the EMD.
Conclusion
In the context of hand pose estimation using similarity search in large synthetic databases, we have demonstrated a way in which exact queries using the Earth Mover's Distance may be approximated effectively by using a twotier approximate search strategy. Pose estimate quality compares favourably with that obtained using a baseline system chosen from the literature. Hand shape error has been demonstrated to be, on average, similar to the quantisation error present in the database. Results show that pose estimates of similar quality to those of exact queries using the EMD may be obtained in a fraction of the time by using the two-tier search strategy. We will briefly demonstrate that this dissimilarity measure is a metric by proving that, if d k (h, h ) are metrics for k ∈ {1 . . . N }, then the sum of these metrics d(h, h ) = N k=1 d k (h, h ) is also a metric. In particular, we must show
A Proofs
Firstly, d(x, y) ≥ 0, because d k (h, h ) ≥ 0 (d k are metrics) and therefore their sum d(x, y) must also be greater or equal to zero.
Because
Because d k (h, h ) ≥ 0 and d k (h, h ) is zero if and only if h = h , the sum d(h, h ) is zero if and only if h = h .
Lastly, the triangle inequality is shown using the fact that
If we set N = 6, identify d k (h, h ) = d EMD (s k , s k ), and observe that d EMD is a metric, we conclude that d is a metric by the foregoing argument.
